Vari-Green® Control HOA

The HOA (Hand/Off/Auto) simplifies the integration of Vari-Green fans into common building systems. Most fans need to be turned on and off, why not make it easier!

FEATURES
- Auto modes allow you to turn a fan on or off remotely using the two most common types of control signals (dry and voltage input).
- Fireman’s Override feature offers a second speed to be defined on the HOA and takes precedence over all other functions. This is ideal for situations where you have a normal condition and an alarm condition.

MODES
- **Hand**: Allows the user to start the fan and define the speed right from the HOA
- **Off**: Allows the user to stop the fan from the HOA
- **Auto-Local**: Allows the fan to start/stop via a remote signal, while having the speed defined on the HOA
- **Auto-Remote**: Allows the fan to start/stop via a remote signal, with the speed reference being supplied by other devices (such as a remote dial or 0-10V signal from a BMS)
INPUTS/OUTPUTS
- Auto dry input
- Auto voltage input (12-115V)
- Fireman’s Override voltage input
- Run status output
- Auxiliary contact (10 amp at 24-240VAC)
- 24VDC output to power other controls (100mA)
- Remote 0-10VDC input
- Motor 0-10VDC output

COMMON APPLICATION DIAGRAMS
From simple to creative, the Vari-Green HOA can assist you.